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For the context of the list - religions and history may help. I personally don't have a great collective database on all of the resources on
this enough to have a good context, but hopefully this helps    
   
For religions    
- Judaism, there's the 7 species of the torah. The Vegan Rabbi on youtube and Jewish Veg would provide more resources as to the
reasoning behind the aspects of the bible in relation to veganism in history beyond what this post provides.     



Religion: part 1, other parts: 2

 

Notes:

The animal treatment is in relation to veganism
Because the bible's brought up a lot with arguments against veganism, it's great to know which verses people will likely to bring up to be prepared for them -
regardless if one is religious or not.
If someone is religious, it'll also help them know what the bible talks about in reference to animal rights too. So it serves dual purposes.
This article's not about saying whether or not anything in it or it is pro- or anti-vegan, it's just providing a reference list
Will be updated over time

 

Symbols:

AS - animal sacrifice
V - vegan
NV - not vegan

 

In order by which they're found in the bible (pro vegan ones are in a bold format):
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- There may be Christian (and its denominations) sources out there to consider as well - some videos crop up on youtube for specific
situations. There's the Gospel of Peace along with other readings mentioned in the academia article I wrote on Beyond Animal.    
   
History    
- then there's also youtube channels that discuss veganism throughout history, such as bite size vegan and the vegan museum    
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The Raw Life Health Show to a lesser extent gives some contextual clues as well for history and religion.    
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26-Apr-2021

Genesis 1:29-30    
29 And God said, “See, I have given you every herb that yields seed which is on the face of all the earth, and every tree whose fruit
yields seed; to you it shall be for food. 30 Also, to every beast of the earth, to every bird of the air, and to everything that creeps on the
earth, in which there is [a]life, I have given every green herb for food”; and it was so.    
except it wasn't because someone messed up!    
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the vegan biblical references will be part 2. I'm just doing animal ones in this one    
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